Perm Choir “Junge Stimmen” and its leader Ms. Elena Erastova came back
from the international festival “Catalan Spring” in Spain. There were 10
groups from Russia there: 5 dance crews, 4 vocal ensembles and 1 vocal and
instrumental ensemble.
We worked hard on the repertoire for this festival. We had to learn several totally new
music pieces and even learn Spanish, because we had not had Spanish songs in our
repertoire before.
As we had to change flights in Germany, we decided to use the opportunity to see our
friends from Duisburg – the partner choir “The Voices”, we met them 2 years ago during
another international festival.
In Germany we were welcomed very warmly. We were glad to see again those who gave
us shelter and we remembered how we sang together on the Schalke Arena in the
festival “Sing! Day of Song”. Surely we remembered what we'd sung and we were

In some hours we said goodbye to Germany and flew to Spain.

The opening of the Festival took place in the splendid Theatre FORTUNY in the city of
Reus.

It is a very old building, it doesn't catch the eye from the outside and it hides itself
among other buildings of the city. From the inside it resembles Perm Opera House, and
we have never performed on stages like that.
On the opening day there was a Gala-concert where all the musical groups who had
come to the festival performed – vocal, dance and instrumental groups. We got
acquainted with each other, even made some new friends. We performed using our
peculiarity – the ability to sing in both the European and the Russian manner.

We were astounded by the members of a very young yet very promising group “Oktava”
with beautiful voices and music. They also came from the Urals from the city of Kushva,
not far from Yekaterinburg. We went on excursions together, hung out after concerts and
made friends.

Our next performance at the Montserrat Monastery promised to be just impressing. And
it was! The first people to be impressed were we ourselves. Firstly, the monastery stands
on a very high rock in picturesque scenery. (7, 8) On the altitude of 700 meters, on a flat
place, among rocks, woods and waterfalls there stands a monastery. The view from the
top of the mountain is breathtaking - you can see rivers, villages, cities, forests… The
clouds are flying beneath, and it seems that you are soaring above the earth. One cloud
had clung to the mountain when we came, and it started raining. But after the concert it
flew away leaving the beautiful scent of blooming flowers, wet roads and clear sky.

It was not easy to perform in Montserrat. First of all because the inner space of the
monastery's temple, where we performed, was huge. The hall was divided into two
parts: behind the altar, where there was a chapel with seats for viewers and for the boys'
choir, and in front of the altar – the basic space for viewers and all the guests.

We should say that we have quite a big experience of performing in different churches,
yet we have never seen such an original architecture. Secondly, we did not have the
opportunity to rehearse. We arrived just in time to go on stage, we had to rehearse and
get ready in the bus.
The concert began, every group was performing, as it should be, in front of the altar,
because usually ordinary people are not allowed behind the altar. The audience could see
and hear them very well. Then there arrived the boys' choir of the Montserrat Monastery.
They took their places in the chapel and could not be seen because of the altar. But their
singing was accompanied by the organ and they were perfectly heard. The spiritual
music they performed captured everybody in the temple, everybody was quiet, some of
the viewers were even afraid to breathe. We should say that a lot of people came to hear
those boys. When they finished singing, everybody was applauding, though it is
forbidden to do in the monastery. Then the boys and their chapel master took their
personal seats in the chapel. It was astonishing – it appeared that you can not only
perform from there, but have rest and listen to other musical groups.

And then they invited us. We went on a stage, as all groups did, got ready, but suddenly
the organizers of the concert asked us to stand BEHIND the altar, where it was
prohibited to enter, especially women. So we had a unique chance to perform right in
front of the monastery dwellers - the boys' choir! We were stunned. We were at a loss
and started singing with trembling voices, but the sound in the chapel seemed to help
us, it flew easily and freely, up to the dome and it finally embraced the chapel. We felt as
if we were singing not for everybody who gathered in the Monastery, but for the boys'
choir. And they listened with great attention! They were interested in everything – in
spiritual music, in Russian folk songs, but most of all they enjoyed the song “Ubi Caritas”,
a famous Catholic musical art piece, which had been performed last year on the wedding
ceremony of Prince William and Kate Middleton. We did not know whether we were
heard by the ordinary people in the temple, yet everybody applauded. We can say that
we were the only musical group, who were allowed to sing behind the altar on that
memorable concert of April 30th, 2012. I do not know why got such an honour, yet we
were pleased and flattered!

You cannot go to Spain and not visit the museum of Salvador Dali. So right on the first
weekend we went there all together.

For the majority of people it is fascinating to see the masterpieces of the most
scandalous, mysterious and undiscovered genius of our days. And his museum did not
leave us disappointed. Nothing can reflect the atmosphere which reigns in the house of
Dali! Starting from the fact the Dali himself (it does not matter that he is not alive)
greeted us on the threshold of his house.

and following with the beating ruby queen's heart

– those were all the craziest things that reflected the soul of the genius. . We were
astonished and had a great time! We strongly recommend everybody to visit at least one
of the museums of Salvador Dali in Spain.

Our next performance was in Reus again. But it was in another theatre.

A small chamber theatre “Sala Santa Lucia” with only 100 seats greeted us with warmth
and hospitality. They opened a free bar for us with hot and cold beverages; that was
very helpful because the road there was tiring (it took 3 hours) and we had to 'recharge
our batteries' before the performance. But more interesting thing was that the concert
was not free – the ticket cost 10 euro. The organizer was the old Catholic brotherhood
that was 800 years old. The performance was going on well, the organizers thanked all
the choir leaders and gave us some presents. In return we presented them Perm
souvenirs.

So we had the last but not the least performance at the University of Barcelona. For
those who have not been to European universities, the word 'university' does not
associate with something extraordinary. We were 'those' people too. The University was
really impressing – the inner space was decorated with flowers, huge trees strand their
branches to the balconies that surrounded the university all around. Carved benches that
stand along the walls on the balconies, marble floors, carved walls, painted ceilings,
fretwork… For us, Russians, the saying “the science temple” was just a metaphor. Yet
there it was real. And it was a real temple where you want to study science, perceive the
mysteries of the Humankind and Universe…
The hall on the third floor is usually opened only four times a year for great artists. And
for the fifth time that was opened for us – for the participants of the festival “Catalan
Spring”. The hall is really fascinating. Huge, beautiful, with paintings on the walls and
ceiling, great canvases on the walls that depict the process of learning – everything there
reminds you that you are in a holy place, everything inspires you for something greater.

There were a lot of spectators, they all greeted us very warmly. It was a pleasure to
perform for such understanding, interested audience. There were ordinary people,
students, and the professors of the University. After the performance a lot of people
approached us asking who we are and where we are from. Some of them thanked us,
others asked questions in German, English, Russian….
So the festival was over. It was bright and presented the Russian dances, the Spanish
flamenco, folk and spiritual music. We felt sad that everything was over. Maybe because
of the limits of the concert program, maybe because we missed the artistic atmosphere
of the festival itself, we felt that something was unsaid

On the last day before our departure from Spain we visited an ancient town on the
seaside – the favourite place of Marc Chagall – Tossa de Mar. The city is cozy and pretty.
On the mountain that faces the sea there is a half-destroyed fortress of the 12th century
with a picturesque view on the seaside and the rocks.

Beside the towers of the fortress, there remained a dome in one of the chapels, under
the dome city dwellers created a stage where they hold different city events.
So, there is a stage… We just had an idea to try the acoustics – and in a moment some
singers of our choir, left the tour-guide behind and got on the stage. We decided to sing
our favourite “Cantate Domino”. And we sang. Neither for the spectators, nor for the
participants of the festival…. just for us and that beautiful scenery that surrounded us
and whom we were grateful to.

Like the birds who do not ask to pay for their songs, we were singing to each other, to
the surroundings, to the world.
After the final accord, we left Tossa de Mar and said goodbye to Spain.

